We improved these fairways by putting 11½ of our best feet forward

Your first impression is correct. The 3325 Professional Turf Mower is different from others you've seen.

It's accessible, precise, lightweight — able to cut 11-1/2 feet on every pass.

Exclusive features include single-lever reel lift, full-size center grass catcher, 20-gallon fuel tank, differential lock, cruise control, and unequalled service access.

Talk to us today for a first-hand look at the new 3325 and we guarantee you will be impressed.

A single lever lifts all five cutting units simultaneously to make cross-cutting easier.

MACHINERY TURF DIVISION
MIAMI 4343 N.W. 76th Ave. • (305) 592-5740
WEST PALM BEACH 3933 Beeline Hwy. • (305) 848-6618
ORLANDO 4333 John Young Hwy. • (305) 299-1212
FT. MYERS 2995 Hanson St. • (813) 334-3627
A drive along the California coastline is an experience you will always remember.

The castle, elaborately decorated, could be right out of 11th century Spain.

One of Orange County's best free "hidden" entertainment attractions is the Disneyland Hotel, which has a small world all its own.

Free family entertainment, regardless if persons are booked in the hotel, are the crowd pleasing Dancing Waters and Lights Fantastic, a dazzling production of fountains and lights dancing to popular songs; the funny Dreyer's Grand Ice Cream Puppet Theatre featuring character hosts, Sgt. Preston, Klondike Kat, Stinky Sam, and eight character puppets. Just strolling around the scenic grounds, enjoying the pretty koi fish ponds, waterfalls, and the open-air country-western show at the Wharf Bar is a bonus.

One can shop at the International Shopping Bazaar, or navigate pedal boats on the Marina. There are 16 restaurants and bars, three swimming pools and transportation to Disneyland.

Knott's Berry Farm, America's oldest and third-largest themed amusement park, exceeded in size only by the two Disneylands, and established in 1920 by Walter Knott, is 35 years older than Disneyland and the culinary birthplace of the delicious boysenberry. They serve 1.7 million chicken dinners a year and claim they are the best in Orange County.

Today's Knott's stands on 150 acres and features 165 rides, shows and attractions. You will be entertained by the Old West Ghost Town, which started the park. Their train was built in 1881 and many of the log cabins, theaters and saloons date to the 1800's.

An eight hour stay is recommended when visiting, which can include the popular chicken dinner.

Newport Beach and Balboa South Coast Plaza just eight miles south of Anaheim, is elegant Newport Beach, a premier water playground, which has long been considered to be California's salty fountain of youth. Regardless of age, it is said spirited folks here act and feel as if they were eternally young.

Flashy Porsches and BMWs line the parking lots of the yacht and country clubs, located by famed Balboa Island, energy flows through the community on the wings of billowing sails and nifty yachts, beloved surfboards and 10-speed bicycles, a popular mode of transportation.

A casual mile-and-three-quarter stroll around the main island will show a fascinating array of diversely decorated beach homes. The individuality of the homes is a California trademark.

Marine Avenue, a two-block stretch of shops, boutiques and small eateries, is always busy with activity. Near-by is the small ferry that carries cars, bicycles and pedestrians to the mainland peninsular every few minutes.

The famous Victorian-style Balboa Pavilion, built in 1905 on the Peninsula, is a historical landmark and a base for boat rentals, sportfishing and boat trips to Catalina Island.

Stylish Shopping can be experienced at South Coast Plaza, 20 miles from Anaheim in nearby Costa Mesa at the San Diego Freeway and Bristol Street, it is also the essence of high fashion, style and upscale shopping. One can walk through eight major department stores and see the distinguished names in retail in an ambience that is difficult to match.
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BROUWER 4-wheel drive
lightweight, 5 gang, tractor reel mower

Hydrostatic transmission, diesel, Kubota reliability

- Low total unit weight reduces compaction
- New optional front tire track removal brushes virtually eliminate tracks, ideal for fairways
- Finger-tip hydraulic controls, for 3, 4, or 5 gang operation
- Offers the traction needed to mow slopes and in difficult conditions
- Quick detach rear mower assembly
- Small tractor maneuverability and economy
- All new cutting units with single bedknife adjustment
- Fixed or floating cutting units with quick height adjusters

Available as a regular or golf course model

BROUWER
TURF EQUIPMENT LIMITED
An Outboard Marine Corporation Company

7320 Haggerty Rd./Canton, MI. 48187 Telephone (313) 459-3700
Woodbine Avenue/Keswick, Ontario, Canada L4P 3E9 Telex 065-24161 Telephone: (416) 476-4311
To apply granular XL is to excel in your preemergence weed control. With just one application, you can keep your fairways free from crabgrass and goosegrass and many broadleaf weeds throughout the season—four months or longer.

Your control's not only longer with XL, it's stronger, too. Stronger than oxadiazon against crabgrass. Just as strong or stronger against goosegrass over a longer time. And excellent against Poa annua and other winter annual broad-leaves, too, with a fall application.

Not only that, XL stays put. It won't wash out, even in heavy rainfall. And once activated, it forms a vapor zone just below your turf to prevent weed breakthroughs better and longer than anything else.

XL is also available in granular fertilizer combinations from leading formulators. To excel with XL, see your Elanco distributor. Or call toll-free: 1-800-352-6776.

Elanco Products Company
A Division of Eli Lilly and Company
Lilly Corporate Center
Dept. E-455, Indianapolis, IN 46285, U.S.A.
XL™—(benfip + oryzalin, Elanco)
Refer to the XL label for complete use directions.

For longer-lasting, broad-spectrum weed control, excel with XL.
Local restaurant critics claim that the SCP is unequalled for the number of noted/award winning restaurants. Across from South Coast Plaza is South Coast Plaza Village, a European-style village filled with boutiques and restaurants.

Laguna Beach, the Riviera of the West Coast, is located 25 miles south of Anaheim, artists and celebrities were first attracted here at the turn of the century because of the beauty of the coastline, the wide sandy beaches and homey village atmosphere.

Artists, actors, authors and film makers flocked south to the five-square-mile paradise, hoping they would have it all to themselves. Today the artsy ambience, fine resorts and attractive restaurants are being experienced by many.

Here you may visit more than 70 art galleries, the celebrated Laguna Art Museum, and take a resident artist studio tour.

Writing and researching this article has certainly heightened my interest in The 60th Anniversary GCSAA International Golf Course Conference and Show and in the Anaheim, Orange County Area.

I hope to see many of you in Anaheim.
Florida Golf Course Superintendents Association

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
L to R: Joel Jackson, C.G.C.S., Vice President; Richard C. Blake, C.G.C.S., Past President; Cecil Johnston, President; Ray Hansen, Secretary-Treasurer.
SPREAD-RITE, INC.
CUSTOM SPREADING
FERTILIZER • DOLOMITE • ARAGONITE

5500 S W 3rd STREET
PLANTATION, FL 33317

LAMAR SAPP

PRODUCTS TO HELP KEEP THE GREENS GREEN!

BOYNTON PUMP & IRRIGATION SUPPLY IS A FULL SERVICE DISTRIBUTOR OF IRRIGATION, PUMP AND ALLIED PRODUCTS. SERVING FLORIDA SINCE 1958.

• TECH TIPS • PRODUCTS
• DESIGN SERVICE

RAIN BIRD GOLF DISTRIBUTOR

NEW STORE NORTH PALM
863-5580

BOYNTON PUMP & IRRIGATION SUPPLY

FT. PIERCE 732-9810 791-1984

BOYNTON 485-1966

FT. LAUDERDALE

WESCO TURF INCORPORATED

Behind our own good name are a lot more good names.

TORO

Wesco Turf. Backs You With The Best.

2101 Cantu Court, Sarasota, FL 33582 Ph. (813) 377-6777

Florida Silica Sand Co., INC.

Special GOLF COURSE MIXES Sterilization Available

Complete Line of NURSERY AND LANDSCAPE Materials

Dade County 949-3521
Broward County 923-8323

Since 1948

THE FLORIDA GREEN/WINTER 1969
Think Of Us
As Turf Insurance.

To insure the health of next year's turf, Fall fertilization with Par Ex® is your best policy. Fall is your root feeding season. The only time of year when the foundation of your turf can be expanded and strengthened with less competition from leaves for available carbohydrates.

IBDU: the only nitrogen source that doesn't rely on bacterial action or temperature for release. It is activated only through moisture (hydrolysis) to slowly release nitrogen all through the Fall and early Winter. Right up to the time the ground freezes, extending the greening of your turf much-later than conventional slow-release fertilizers can. While it works to build a strong and healthy root and rhizome system in preparation for next year's Summer stresses.

Yes. You can buy a cheaper fertilizer this Fall. But don't expect it to perform when your turf cools down below 55° and microbial activity stops. Then, only Par Ex can really get to the root of the matter. And anything that doesn't is no bargain.

So call your Par Ex representative today and find out exactly how affordable Par Ex is. We guarantee you'll rest a lot more comfortably all year round.